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What

Machine learning models learn, identify

patterns, and make decisions with little

intervention from humans leading to increased

efficiency, lower costs, greater performance,

and increased profitability. Building an ML

model takes a clear understanding of the

possibilities, potential use cases as well as

risks. Our team of architects and engineers will

work with you to invest in the right solutions

that can scale with your company’s growth and

help you achieve your business objectives.

 

www.spindance.com
 

email: hello@spindance.com

Contact Us

It's not easy to get started on your
 IoT Journey! As experts in IoT

Integration with our proven
approach, SpinDance will guide you,

your team, and your product to a
smooth, and successful launch.

Software architecture for machine learning

includes data collection, data preparation,

training architecture, deployment architecture,

inference architecture, and ongoing model

analysis. This could include cloud deployment,

edge deployment, or a hybrid strategy.

Identifies the high-level machine learning

design patterns, technologies, frameworks,

testing methodologies, and DevOps

methodologies that best fit the project use

cases.



An in-depth analysis of strengths and

weaknesses with an actionable list of

recommended steps, best practices, and

improvements with suggested priorities.

A comprehensive architecture for the full ML

life-cycle from data collection and training to

deployment and monitoring.

Development and maintenance of new or

existing models including bug fixes,

updating code, deploying new models and

adding new features.

BenefitsOur Approach
Our consistent approach drives
proven and powerful results!

We get to know you, your team, and
your systems to assess where you
are and where you want to go.
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We map your path using workshops
& collaboration, roadmaps, and clear
strategies on how to get there.
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Design

We develop an end-to-end system
 design and share how the

 data flows throughout the build.
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Develop

Using agile principles, we build
small, demo-able parts and give you
a chance to weigh in throughout the
project.
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Maintain & Support

Our team delivers ongoing software
 updates and maintenance after

launch.
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Assess

How 

First, we assess where you are. An assessment

gives a high-level view of a current machine

learning model(s), data collection and

preparation processes, model training

processes, deployment strategies, and

monitoring systems. The assessment will cover

characteristics surrounding security, reliability,

scalability, model performance, system

performance, and biases. It may also cover

system modifications for cost savings, lowering

risk, and improving operations.

How


